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Overview  

Natural and man-made disasters present real 

challenges in maintaining a ‘business as usual’ 

standing in the modern world.  

 

We rarely get a heads up that a disaster is 

about to strike. Even with prior warning, things 

can go wrong with every incident being unique 

and unfolding in unexpected ways. 

 

OIA data backup and disaster recovery 

solutions will work together to ensure uptime, 

reduce data loss and maximising productivity in 

the midst of an attack, natural disaster, or 

other compromising situation. In short, it will 

keep your business running when trouble 

strikes! 

 

OIA has the expertise and experience to 

provide you with comprehensive Disaster 

Recovery and Offsite Backup solutions that best 

meets the unique requirements of your 

business. 

 

 

 

Why does your company need offsite backup and 

disaster recovery? 

 Protection against the effects of cyber attacks 

 Lessens impacts of natural disasters  

 Keeps client data safe 

 People make mistakes 

 Systems fail 

 

 

 

 

 

OIA’s offsite Disaster Recovery Solutions are hosted 

within Australia incorporating the latest redundancy 

technologies. They provide hosting for virtual server 

platforms and offsite backup storage, allowing us to 

maintain the IT environment in a disaster recovery 

scenario.  
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OIA use best-of-breed technologies to deliver the 

most cost effective, reliable solutions.  OIA’s Disaster 

and Recovery Solutions consist of: 

 Automated backup verification and alerting 

 Near instant virtual machine recovery 

 Cost effective, offsite, long-term retention 

 Quarterly or annual disaster recovery tests, 

where your virtual machines are “restored” to 

the cloud-based service environment to ensure 

they are functional 

 

 

 

 

 

Why Partner With OIA? 

 Strong Reputation 

OIA has been implementing and managing 

backup solutions for customers for over 20 

years and is constantly evolving these 

solutions in-line with current technology and 

industry trends. 

 

 Scalable  

OIA will ensure any solution meets your 

needs today but just as important, is capable 

of scaling as your business grows. 

  

 Compatibility 

There is no silver bullet, every business has 

different needs now and into the future. OIA 

will determine the best solution based on 

your specific requirements.  

 

 

What else can OIA do? 

 

OIA is partnered with industry leading vendors 

to source best of breed products which we use 

to tailor solutions that meet your specific 

requirements. To find out more click here. 

 

About OIA 

 

OIA’s Consulting and Professional Services team 

are able to deliver a full-service model, 

encompassing Strategic Planning and 

Procurement through to Implementation, Asset 

Management and ongoing support through ad 

hoc or managed services. Supported by a team 

of qualified professionals and a comprehensive 

best-practice library. 

Visit www.officeinfo.com.au or contact us on 

+61 8 9223 1700 for more information. Follow 

OIA on LinkedIn for important updates and 

news.  

 

 

 

https://www.officeinfo.com.au/services
https://www.linkedin.com/company/681376/
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